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Abstract
Just as satellites are routinely sent to explore the space, nanoplasmonic satellites 
can provide detailed chemical maps of the space inside biological cells. Our 
understanding of biological systems is increasingly dependent on our ability to 
visualize and measure the dynamics of molecules with high spatial and temporal 
resolution in a living cell. Current fluorescence and confocal microscopy requires 
fluorescent labeling steps. �e electron microscope (EM) can resolve subcellular 
structures without labeling, but EM imaging damages living cells.  

For the remote control of gene regulation and therapeutic applications, we have 
developed Oligonucleotides on a Nanoplasmonic Carrier Optical Switch 
(ONCOS).  ONCOS-based molecular optogenetics allow precision gene 
regulations by on-demand optical gene switches of antisense DNA or siRNA 
with nanometer-scale spatial resolution and localized temperature controls in 
living cells.  �e nanoplasmonic satellites are being applied for molecular/cellular 
diagnostics, therapeutic applications, and system biology since the molecular 
optical antennas of nanoplasmonic satellites will provide us precise spatial and 
temporal controls of gene interferences and spectroscopic information, which 
help us to study cellular signaling networks, transmission, and flow of 
information in living cells.
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